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One of the biggest challenges people with disabilities face is social isolation. The
perception of being different often creates a barrier in our minds which influences our
actions and words.
At mTT, we aim to create an experience where people of diverse abilities can come
together and utilize their unique talents to achieve a common goal. The experience
plants seeds in Captains, Angels, spectators and other athletes to think differently about
people with disabilities and ultimately build impactful relationships!
We assess how we accomplish our mission through a mix of objective and subjective
measures. We set outreach goals around the number of people we look to serve and dive
into the experience of our participants through our annual Impact Survey.
To accomplish these goals, we engage in processes that will build a “region”. We assess
potential regions on a number of factors such as:
An established population of people with disabilities
A flourishing endurance athlete networkPotential financial supporters
A wide range of inclusive endurance events
A pool of passionate volunteers who can serve as Crew and Board Members

Although the number of events we participate in annually is impressive, we view our
trainings as the fundamental building blocks of our mission. Every week, our eight regions
host weekly trainings between April and October. At these gatherings, Captains and Angels
run, bike and/or swim together. More than that, they tell jokes, take selfies, listen to music,
talk about interests and break down barriers. Week after week, our Captains and Angels
look forward to collecting more of these memories. We hear it’s often their favorite night of
the week! Over the course of 2019, our regions offered over 240 training days for our 1,380
members.
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Each community is unique which is why each region is led by a
team of local volunteer crew members. This crew team is
essential in mission outreach, facilitiating weekly training
opportunities and producing local events for our participants.
Along with providing a personal connection to the community
we are serving, this model allows for sustainable future growth.
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FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW
Since 2010, we have focused on delivering the largest community impact possible with the
most efficient means. Our mission continues to advance with our commitment to being good
stewards of funds raised.
Over the last two years, we have focused on investing in our fundraising capacity that will
have lasting impact. These efforts shown through a number of different areas;
Investing in technology of a robust donor database
Launching a premier fundraising event in the 12 Hours of Road America
Launching new recurring giving programs: Triumph Membership and Captain Sponsorship
Hiring full time staff member to focus on Development

FINANCIAL LANDSCAPE

OPERATION GUARDIAN ANGEL
Thanks to the support of the Schneider Foundation, 2019 saw
the launch of Operation Guardian Angel (OGA), our inclusive
endurance event programming for service members with
diverse abilities.
86 Veterans joined the OGA program over the year and
served as Captains and Angels in a number of events.
The program is coordinated by Aaron Hunnel, Veteran and
leader with over 15 years of service.

12 HOURS OF ROAD AMERICA
In 2019, we launched a new signature fundraising event
called the 12 Hours of Road America (RA12).
Held on the historic race track in Elkhart Lake Wisconsin, this
one of a kind cycling event challenged riders to take on the 4
mile track overnight for 12 hours. Participants were treated
with live music, movies at victory lane, midnight pizza buffet
and on course challenges to help them go the distance. This
inaugural event attracted 300 participants and saw riders and
sponsors raise $90,000 for our mission. RA12 will continue to
grow and be our signature annual fundraiser.
Learn more at: www.roadamerica.com

AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
Designed and launched by mTT Crew Leader Liz
Keith, the Ambassador program had 29 members
during its first year and included a mix of Angels,
Captains and general mTT supporters.
Ambassadors committed to share our mission via
social media, help promote at expos and
participate group functions around the state.

PARTICIPANT PROFILE

PARTICPANTS IN 2019
500 Captains and nearly
900 Angels crossed the
finish line last year.

91%
Of our particians felt a part of
something bigger than
themselves after engaging
with the mission.

The 2020 Focus

2020 marks our 10th year and we have a lot of exciting things in store!
While maintaining our commitment to making a deep impact for inclusion in our
regions through our main programming, our top focus areas will include:

Grow and enhance the 12 Hours of Road America event.

Strategically align with like minded organizations such as Girls on the
Run and the YMCA to create inclusive learning opportunities for youth.

Partner with USA Triathlon to pilot the “Partner Assisted Division” at the
National Championships in Wisconsin.
Continued collaboration with race partners to give a " BEST EXPERIENCE"
to all athletes.

A huge thank you to all of our race partners and sponsors! We simply
could not do this without you.

Share the myTEAM TRIUMPH mission with
your family, friends and coworkers!
Add a link on your site to our website!
Share our social posts or create your own!
Add a DONATE button at checkout!
Grab your friends and join us for a training
night!

With myTEAM TRIUMPH, disabled participants get to do
it all! They will "Captain" a team of "Angels" through an
entire race guaranteeing them their moment of glory as
they cross the finish line that so many of us take for
granted.Whether you are an Angel, Captain, or Volunteer
with us, be prepared for a life changing experience.
Together, we will redefine what achieve means in the
community as we participate in something greater that
ourselves and live on purpose! Let's #RunLikeAngels
Interested in learning more about myTeamTriumph,
check out their website.

